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Abstract Aggregate signcryption combines the functionalities of aggregate sig-
nature and encryption. Very recently, Zia & Ali [1] (Wireless Personal Commu-
nications, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11277-020-07637-z) proposed an elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC) based multi-recipient aggregate signcryption scheme. The au-
thors claimed that their scheme is correct, efficient, and secure against known attacks.
However, by this comment, we show that their scheme is incorrect and the receiver(s)
is unable to unsigncrypt the message.

Keywords: Aggregate signature . Signcryption . ECC . Multicasting . Data au-
thentication

1 Introduction

The concept of the aggregate signature coined by Boneh [2] combines the multi-
ple signatures used for multi-recipient and generates an aggregate signature. Fan et
al. [3] first constructed identity-based multi-recipient encryption using Lagrange’s
interpolating polynomial mechanism to anonymize the receiver’s identity. Signcryp-
tion [4] combined the two functionalities such as signature and encryption using
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a single logical step to attract scarce resource environments. Recently, Zia & Ali
proposed elliptic curve-based aggregate signcryption schemes for one-to-one and
one-to-many communication environments and claimed that the scheme is correct,
efficient, and secure against known attacks. In this comment paper, we evaluated the
Zia & Ali scheme. Unfortunately, we found the said scheme is technically incorrect
and each of the receivers is unable to unsigncrypt the signcrypted text.

2 Review of Zia & Ali Scheme

For the reader’s convenience, we have taken basic terminologies from [1].

2.1 Single-recipient Aggregate Signcryption Scheme

2.1.1 Key Generation

Alice (sender) chooses private key 3� < = randomly, and computes *� the public
key as*� = 3�G.
Bob (receiver) also chooses private key 3� < = randomly and computes *� the
public key as*� = 3�G.

2.1.2 Single-recipient Signcryption Phase

Let the sender "Alice" would like to transmit a messageM to receiver "Bob". The
Alice first maps the original message M into elliptic curve points [5] and then
signcrypts the message as following:

1. Verify Bob public key*�
2. Select a random number A < =
3. Computes R = AG = (A1, A2)
4. Computes � = A*� = (:, ;)
5. Computes C = [(3�R), (M + 3��)]
6. Computes C′ = [(3�R), ; (M + 3��)] = [(%′1, %

′
2), (%

′
3, %

′
4)]

7. ComputesC′′ = [((%′1+:);, (%
′
2+:);), (%

′
3+:);, (%

′
4+:);)] = [(%1, %2), (%3, %4)]

8. Computes 3 =
∑4
9=1 % 9 = %1 + %2 + %3 + %4

9. Computes B = H(3 | |:)
10. Forward (C,R, B) to Bob.
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2.1.3 Single-recipient Unsigncryption Phase

Bob receives (C,R, B) and verifies the sender (Alice) and collected message authen-
ticity and then unsigncrypt to obtain the messageM. Bob use the following steps to
perform unsigncryption operation.

1. Verify Alice public key*�
2. Computes � = 3�R = (:, ;)
3. Computes C = [(3�R), ; (M + 3��)] = [(%′1, %

′
2), (%

′
3, %

′
4)]

4. Computes H =
∑4
9=1 ?

′
9
= %′1 + %

′
2 + %

′
3 + %

′
4

5. Computes 3 ′ = (H + 4:);
6. Computes B′ = H(3 ′ | |:)
7. Compare B′ = B
8. Computes C1 = [(3� · 3�R), (M + 3��)] = [(3��), (M + 3��)]
9. ComputesM = [M + 3�� − 3��)]

2.1.4 Technical Problem in Single-recipient Scheme

In unsigncryption phase, each of the receivers wants to unsigncrypt the signcrypted
message must computes C as C = [(3�R), ; (M + 3��)] using Alice private key 3�
and computes C1as C1 = [(3� · 3�R), (M + 3��)] again using Alice private key.
As Bob has no access to Alice private key and cannot unsigncrypt the messageM.
Therefore, Bob fails to unsigncrypt the the signcrypted text (C,R, B) and the scheme
causes a technical issue.

2.2 Multi recipient Aggregate Signcryption Scheme

2.2.1 Key Generation

Alice (sender) chooses private key 3� < = randomly and computes *� the public
key as*� = 3�G.
Each receiver also chooses private key 38 < = randomly and computes*8 the public
key as*8 = 38G.

2.2.2 Multi-recipient Signcryption Phase

Let the sender "Alice" would like to transmit a message M to multi-recipient
[A1, A2, A3, · · · A# ]. The Alice first maps the original messageM into elliptic curve
points [5] and then signcrypts the message as following:

1. Verify each receiver (A8) public key*8
2. Select a random number A < =
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3. Computes - = A*� = (:, ;)
4. Computes �8 = 3�*8 = (:8 , ;8)
5. Computes the ciphertext C = [(3�G), (M + :*�)]
6. Computes C′ = [(3�G), ; (M + :*�)] = [(%′1, %

′
2), (%

′
3, %

′
4)]

7. ComputesC′′ = [((%′1+:);, (%
′
2+:);), (%

′
3+:);, (%

′
4+:);)] = [(%1, %2), (%3, %4)]

8. Computes 3 =
∑C
9=1 % 9

9. Computes B = H(3 | |:)
10. Computes I8 = (:8 − A)/;8mod=H(3 | |:)
11. Forward (C,R, B) to receiver A8 .

2.2.3 Multi-recipient Unsigncryption Phase

Each receiver of a multi-recipient group collects (C,R, B) and verifies the authen-
ticity of Alice and message (received) and then unsigncrypt to obtain the message
M. The unsigncryption operation steps are as the following:

1. Verify first the Alice’s public key*�
2. Computes �8 = 38*� = (:8 , ;8)
3. Computes - = (:8 − I8 ;8)*� = (:, ;)
4. Computes C′ = [(3�G), ; (M + :*�)] = [(%′1, %

′
2), (%

′
3, %

′
4)]

5. Computes H =
∑C
9=1 ?

′
9

6. Computes 3 ′ = (H + :C);
7. Computes B′ = H(3 ′ | |:)
8. Compare B′ = B
9. Computes C = [(:*�) (" + :*�)]

10. ComputesM = (M + :*�) − (:*�)]

2.2.4 Technical Problem in Multi recipient Scheme

In unsigncryption phase, each of the receivers wants to unsigncrypt the signcrypted
message must computes C′ as C′ = [(3�G), ; (M + :*�)] using Alice’s private key
3�. Bob has no access to Alice’s private key and cannot unsigncrypt the messageM.
Therefore, Bob fails to unsigncrypt the signcrypted text (C,R, B) and the scheme
causes a technical issue.

3 Conclusion

This comment paper has analyzed the elliptic curve-based aggregate signcryption
scheme presented recently by Zia & Ali. It is found and proved that the said schemes
technically incorrect and its required the sender’s private key during unsigncrypion
phase of both the scheme(s) which is secret and only known to the sender instead of
the receiver.
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